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1 Introduction 
Statistical classifica tion methods are among the most widely used statisti cal pro cedure s in 
ecology. Appli cat ions includ e vegetation map ping by remot e sensing (Ste ele 2000), 
discr imin ation of subspecies using morpholo gical measurements (Fisher 1936, 1938; Conner 
and Schenk 2003), and species distribution modelling (Guisan and Zimmerman 2000). 
Exampl es of th e last app lication abound in the ecological literature and includ e predicting the 
distribution or characteristics of plant species (see, e.g., Austin et al. 1990), predicting 
presence and abse nce aquat ic biot a in strea ms (Hawkins et al. 2000) , and habit at relat ionships 
of terrestrial anim al species (Welch and MacMahon 2005). Over the last 20 years two 
mainstays among spec ies distribution met hod s have been logistic regr ession (Hosmer and 
Lemeshow 2001) and classification trees (Breiman et al. 1984; De 'at h and Fabri cius 2000). 
Recentl y a numb er of highly comput at ional classifiers have emerged from the machine learnin g 
literature in which they are generally known as sup erv ised learning methods (Gent leman et al. 
2005:273). Severa l of th ese methods have been shown to gene rally have higher class ificatio n 
accura cies th an tr ad itional meth ods. In some examples t he error rates for the best machine 
learn ing class ifiers can be small fractions of t he error rates for older met hods (see, e.g ., Cutl er 
et al. 2007). Although machin e learning methods are typicall y "black box-y" in the sense that 
they do not yield simple formulae relat ing predict ive classifita tion s to predictor variabl es, they 
ap pear to be gaining popul arity in ecological applicat ions , presumably because high 
classification accura cy outweighs all other considerat ions. 
Thre e groups of classification met hods that have origins in machine learning have esta blished 
records for very high classificat ion accuracy . Thes e groups of methods are: 
Support vector machines (SVM) (Hastie et al. 2009) . See Drak e et al.(2006) for an 
ecologica l app lication. 
Boosted trees (Hastie et al. 2009). De'a th (2007) is an introdu ction to appli catio n of 
boosted trees in ecology. Th ere are two kind s of boosted trees: gradient boosting 
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mach ines ( GBM) (Friedman 2001, 2002), and th e older Ad aboos t algori thm (AD A) due 
to Freund and Schapire (1996 , 1997) . 
Bootstrap aggregated ("bagged") trees (Breiman 1996; Steele 2000 ; Hothorn et al. 2005), 
particul arly random for ests (RF) (Breiman 2001 ; Breiman and Cutl er 2006 ; Cutl er et al. 
2007) . 
Thi s pap er has two main purpo ses. The first is to compare th e accura cy and usabilit y of th e 
"top shelf" classifiers listed above on two mod erat e-to-larg e data sources for which there is 
"training data" on which to fit th e methods and independ ently collect ed "test" data for 
evaluating the predictions of th e methods. Although th ere have been several papers comp aring 
each of the classifiers listed above to traditional methods (see, e.g., De'ath 2007 ; Cutl er et al. 
2007) , we know of no publi shed paper that comp ares all th ese method s on ecological dat a, and 
ju st one unpubli shed th esis (Duba i 2008) that compares t hese met hods on aquat ic biota data 
collected in western U.S. str eams. Th e second purp ose of t his paper is to explore some issues 
related to classifica tion accura cy when only pr esence data are available and "pseudoabsences" 
are randoml y selected from a map of the region of int erest (Elith et al. 2006). Severa l author s 
( e.g., Engler et al. 2004 ; Zarn etsk e et al. 2007 ; Chafaoui and Lobo 2008 ; VanD erWal et al. 
2009) have identifi ed issues in th e m ethod of selection of pseudoab sences from th e region of 
interest. We exp lored the effect of the num ber of pseudo-absences on predict ion accuracy, and 
also used th e datasets created with pseudo absences to compare th e four class ifiers mentio ned 
above. 
2 Methods 
2.1 Statistical Classification Procedures 
In this sect ion we br iefly outl ine t he classificat ion proccdurC'S that ar0 t he sub ject of our 
analyses . Classificat ion trees are also describ ed , beca use th e te rmin ology of class ifica tion tr ees 
is applicable to both random forests and boosted t rees which are tr ee-based meth ods. 
Classification Trees: 
Th e idea behind classification trees is recursive binar y partitioning of th e dat a using th e 
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exp lanatory factors into increasingly homogeneous groups with respect to the classification 
variab le. The subgro ups of data are called nodes. At each step in fitting a classification tree, 
an optimization is carried out to select a nod e, a variable, and a cut-off (if the variab le is 
numeric) or group of codes (if the variable is categorica l) that results in the most homogeneous 
subgroups for the data with respect to the classificat ion variable, as meas ured by the Gini 
index (Breiman et al. 1984). Th e process may be continued until further subdivision of the 
data does not reduce the Gini index further. Such a classification tree is said to be fully grown, 
and the final groups of observations are called terminal nodes. The lower branches of a fully 
grown classification tree model sampling error in th e data and so algorithms for pruning the 
lower branches off a classification tree on the basis of cross-validation erro r have been 
developed (Breiman et al. 1984). A typical pruned classification tree has 3-12 terminal nodes. 
Interpretation of classification trees becomes increasingly comp lex as the number of terminal 
nodes increases. 
Random Forests: 
In contrast to classification trees , which fits only a sing le tree to the data , RF fits many 
classification trees to a datas et . The predictions from all the trees are then combined. Th e 
algorithm is as follows (Breiman 2001): 
1. Many bootstrap samp les (e.g., 500) are selected from the data. In a typica l bootstrap 
sample approximately 63% of the original observations occur one or more times. The 
observations in th e origina l dataset that do not occur in the bootstrap samp le are called 
out-of-ba.g observations. 
2. A classification tree is fit to each bootstrap sample. 
3. At each node in the tree, only a sma ll number of randomly selected variables are 
availab le for the binary partitioning. 
4. The trees are fully grown. That is, no pruning of the classification trees takes place. 
5. Each classification tree is used to predict for all the out-of-bag observations . 
6. The predicted class of an observation is calculated by majority vote of the out-of-bag 
predictions for that observation. Ties in votes are split random ly. 
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Accuracies and error rates are computed using the out-of-bag observations for each tree, and 
th en averaged over all trees in the forest. Because the out-of -bag observations were not used in 
th e fitting of the trees, the out-of-bag estimates are essentially cross-validated accuracy 
estim ates. Probabilities of membership in th e different classes are estimated by the 
proportions of out-of-bag predictions in each class . 
Adaboost: 
Adaptive boosting methods also fit many trees to a single dataset. Adaptive boosting methods 
differ from RF in that the trees are fit sequentially , with observation weights updated according 
to whether observations are correctly or incorr ectly classified. Several boosting algorithms 
have been proposed . One of the first, due to Freund and Schapire(l996 , 1997), is Adaboost. 
1. Start with weights Wi = ti, i = l, . .. , N 
2. Repeat form= 1, ... , M: 
(a) Fit the classifier f ".n(x) E { -1, l} using weights Wio n the training data . 
(b) Compute errm = Ew[l(ydfm(x;))] and Cm= log(1~:;:m) 
(c) Set W i <-- Wi exp [Cm· l (y;#fm(x;)) ] 
3. Output the classifier , }(x) = sign [ ~ ~=l emf m(x)]. 
This algorithm is app licable to many different types of classifier. The impl ement at ion used in 
our analyses (Culp et al. 2006) fits fully grown classification trees as the base classifier . 
Gradient Boosted Machines: 
Gradi ent boosting machines (GBM) (Friedman 2001, 2002; Hastie et al. 2009) is an alternative 
boosting algorithm that generally outperforms Adaboo st (after tuning some critical 
param ete rs) . Th e algorithm for GBM is similar to the algor ithm for Adaboost in that it begins 
with initial weights, and then based on whether the observation was classified correct ly, the 
observatio ns are reweighted. Th e observat ions that were class ified correctly are given 
decreased weights and the observations that were classified incorrect ly are given incr eased 
weights so that the weights essentially focus on the "difficult-to-classify " observations. Th e 
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GBM method of reweighting the observations combines the idea of boosting and num erical 
optimization by using the technique of minimizing the expected value of a loss function defined 
on the correctly and incorr ectly classified observations. 
Support Vector Machines: 
Suppo rt vector machines is R 1w 11-t re<'-hasecl class ific;-it io11 lllPth ocl. T he basic idea bc lti11d 
SVM is to create non-lin ear bounda ries between classes by generatin g linear bound aries in 
higher dimension al space , and proj ecting back to th e space the dat a occupy. Th e SVM 
algorithm is very computationally intensive . SVMs are stable, require less tuning, and have 
been shown to have very high predictive accuracy in ecological modeling (Drak e et . al 2006). 
More technical det ails about SVM can be found in Hasti e et al. (2009) . 
All stati stical an alyses were carried out in t he R package (version 2.7.1 ) (R Core Development 
Team 2008). Random forests ar e fit using th e randomForest package (Liaw and Wiener 2002) . 
SVMs ar e fit using th e svm function in the e1071 package (Dimitriadou et al. 2008). Th e R 
package for GBMs is gbm (Ridgeway 2007), and ada (Culp et al. 2006) is the package for 
ad aboosted trees. 
2.2 Data Sources 
Lichen Data from the Pacific Northwest 
Th e lichen dat a sets were collected in seven nation al forests and adjoinin g BLM lands in 
Oregon and southern Washington , USA , between 1993 and 2003. The Curr ent Vegetation 
Surv ey (CVS) is a randomly start ed 5.4 km grid that covers all public lands in th e Pacific 
Northwe st. On all publi c lands except designated wilderness ar eas and nation al parks, the 
prim ary grid has been int ensified with 3 addition al grid s spaced at 2.7 km from th e prim ary 
grid. Th e primar y purpo se of th e CVS grid is to generate estimat es of forest resour ces (Max et 
al. 1996). The Lichen Air Quality (hereaft er LAQ) data were collect ed as part of a stud y to 
evaluate air quality in th e Pacific Northwest (Geiser 2004). The data used in our analys es is 
from 840 sites on the primary CVS grid. The pilot random grid surveys (PILOT) were 
conducted by the Survey and Manage Program as part of the Northwest Forest Plan , th e 
conservation plan for th e northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) . Th e PILOT 
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surveys were conducted in three areas in the Pacific Northwest: Gifford-Pinchot National 
Forest in southern Washington, the Oregon Coast Range, and the Umpqua Basin , also in 
Oregon. At each location, a stratified random samp le of 100 sites from th e int ensified CVS 
grid was drawn. The stratification criteria were Reserve Stat us (Reserv e, Non-reserve) and 
Stand Age Class ( < 80 years and 80+ years). The allocations of the sampled sites to th e strata 
were (at each location): 60 to Reserve / SO+, 20 to Reserve /< 80, and 10 to each of the 
Non-reserve strata. Thes e allocations reflected the information priorities of the Survey and 
Manage program at the time of the surveys. 
Th e four lichen species used in our analyses - Lobaria oregana, Lobaria pulmonaria, 
Pseud ocyph ellaria anomala, and Ps e-udocyph ellaria anthraspis - were the four most commo n 
spec ies observed in the LAQ surveys that were also searc hed for in the P lLO T surveys. All 
four spec ies are large, foliose, broad ly distributed cyano lichens that can be found on tree 
trunks, live branch es, and leaf litter of conifers in the Pacific Northwest. All achieve their 
largest biomass in rip arian and lat e sera l forests. Eye-level habitat and larg e size makes them 
relatively easy to find and identify. All sites in both surveys were surveyed by field bot anists 
trained in the recognition and differentiation of regional epiphytic macrolich ens , and specimens 
were obtained at all sites for late r laborator y identificat ion. 
Tab le 1 contains the nam es and descr iption s of the predictor var iables used in our ana lyses . 
Topographic variables were obtained from the NED (Gesch et al. 2002). Aspect was 
transformed according to th e formula 
Transformed Asp ect= [1 - cos(21r(Aspect- 30°)/360 °)]/2 , following Roberts and Cooper 
(1989). Daily values of the DAYMET bioclimatic predictors (Thornton et al. 1997) were 
aggregate d to monthl y values. Corre lations amon g the monthl y bioclim at ic predicto rs were 
very high and principal comp onent s analyses suggested that cons iderab le dimension reduct ion 
could be carried out with out loss of information . For the var iables EvapoTrans , :tvioistlnd ex, 
Precip, Re!Humid , and PotGlobR ad , the 12 monthly values for each observation were replaced 
by an average of th e 12 values, denoted with the suffix "Ave" on the variabl e name, and a 
difference of the average values for the six "summ er" months (April-September) and the six 
winter months (Jan uary-March, Octob er-Decemb er) , denot ed with the suffix "Diff." For the 
temperature and vapor pressure measurements , furth er dimension reduction was possib le for 
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the LAQ and PILOT data. The 24 vapor pr essure measurem ent s at each sit e were replaced 
with ju st two values: an average of all 24 values and a summ er-to-wint er difference. Similarly, 
the 48 temperatur e measur ements were repl aced by ju st two values, aga in an average and a 
summ er-to-wint er difference. In all our classificat ion analys es we used only the derived 
bioclim at ic variabl es. Th e tota l number of predictor variabl es used in our analyses was 24. 
Table 1: Nam es and descrip tions of predictor variables used in ana lyses of lichen data from 
the Pa cific Northwest , USA. 
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Variable Variable Variable 
Type Name Description Units 
Bioclimatic Eva po Trans Monthly potential evapotra nspi ration mm 
Moistlndex Monthly moisture index cm 
Pr ecip Monthly precipitation cm 
RelHumid Monthly relative humidity % 
PotGlobRad Monthly potential global radiation kJ 
AveTemp Monthly average temperature cc 
MinTemp Monthly minimum temperature cc 
MaxTemp Monthly maximum temperature cc 
DayTemp Monthly average daytime temperature cc 
Amb VapPress Monthly average amb ient vapor pressure Pa 
Sat VapPress Monthly average saturated vapor pressure Pa 
Topographic PercentSlope Percent slope % 
Aspect Aspect C 
Elevation Elevation m 
Stratification ReserveStatus Reserve Status (Reserve , Non-reserve) 
S tandAgeClass Stand Age Class (i 80 years, 80+ years) 
Vegetation AgeDomConif Age of the dominant conifer Years 
PctVegCov Perc ent vegetation cover % 
PctConifCov Percent conifer cover % 
PctBrdLfCov Percent broadleaf cover % 
For Biomass Live tree (> 1inch DBH) biomass, tons/acre 
Above ground, dry weight. 
Invasive Plant Species Data from Lava Beds National Monument 
Data were obtained from Lava Beds National Monument (NM) on detect ions and treatment in 
2000-2005 for four invasive plant species: Verbasum thapsus (common mullein) , Urtica dioica 
(nettle), Marrubium vulgare (whit e horehound ), and Cirsium vulgare (bull thist le). GIS layers 
for roads and trails in Lava Beds NM were also obtained. For data analysis purposes, we 
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impo sed a 30 m grid over Lava Beds NM and a 500 m buffer outside the park. There were a 
total of 244,733 grid points in the park and buffer. Values of all the topographic and 
bioclimatic pr edictor variables were obtained for all points on the grid and minimum dist ances 
to roads and trails for all point s on the gr id were comp ut ed in a GIS and merged with the 
other predictor variables. Tab le 2 contains a list of names and descripti ons of vari ables used in 
our analyses of the Lava Beds NM invasive plant data. Topo gra phic var iab les (Elevat ion, 
Aspect , and Perc entSlope) were obtained from the National Elevation Dat aset (NE D) (Gesch 
et al. 2002). Bioclim at ic variables were obtained from the DAYMET 1 km grid daily weather 
surfa ces (Thornton et al. 1997) by interpolation. Daily values for eac h variab le were 
aggregate d to create monthly variables. Thu s for each bioclimatic predictor in Table 2 ( except 
DegreeDays) there were originally 12 monthly values . 
All pr eliminary data summaries and statistical analyses were carried out in SAS version 9.1.3 
(SAS Institute , Cary NC). The variable aspect is measured on a circular scale. Values of 
aspect near 0° and 360° both represe nt directions close to due north , yet are at opposites end s 
of th e aspect scale. Th e usual remedy for this probl em is to apply a trigonom etric 
transformation to the raw aspect values. The transformation we used is given by the formula 
Transformed Asp ect= [1 - cos(27r(Aspect/360°)]/2. This formula is similar (but not ident ical) 
to th at used by Rob erts and Cooper(1989). The transformed aspect values lie in the int erval 
from O to l. Value s near O represent aspects close to due north , while values near 1 represent 
aspects close to due south. East and west are treated identically with transformed aspect 
values of 0.5. Pr eliminary analyses showed that corre lations amon g the monthl y values for 
each of the 12 sets of bioclimatic predictor variables ( excluding DegreeDays) were ext remely 
high. Principal compo nents ana lyses of the correlation matrices of the 12 sets of bioclimatic 
variables showed that, in each case, the first principal compo nent was approx imate ly an 
average of the 12 monthly measurements, and the second principal component was a contrast 
of values for the 6 "summer " months (April - September) to the 6 "winter" months 
(October - December and Janu ary- March). For each set of 12 monthly variables, these two 
prin cipal components explained over 95% of the variability, and in most cases the first two 
prin cipal components explained over 99% of the variability in the sets of variab les . 
Accord ingly, for each set of monthly bioclimati c predictors , we defined two new variables: 
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1. the average of the 12 monthly variables, and 
2. the difference between the sum of the April -Se pt ember monthly values and the 
October - December and January - March monthly values, divided by 12. 
We use the suffix "Ave" to indi cate the average of the 12 monthly values of each bioclimatic 
predictor and "Diff" to indi cate the Summer-Winter difference. For examp le, Pr ecipAve is the 
average precipitation over all 12 months and PrecipDiff is the normalized difference between 
summ er and winter precipitations, as described above. In all our classification ana lyses we 
used only the pair of derived variables for each bioclimatic predictor, not the 12 monthly 
values. Thus there were 12 pairs of bioclimatic predictors, DegreeDays , three topographic 
variables ( using transformed Aspect instead of raw Aspect) , and three variables contain ing 
distances to road s and trails , for a total of 31 predictor variabl es. 
Table 2: Names and descriptions of predictor variables used in analyses of invasive plant data 
from Lava Beds National Monument, California , USA. 
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Variable Variable Variable 
Type Name Des cription Units 
Bioclimatic DegreeDays Degr ee days °C days 
EvapoTrans Monthly potential evapotranspiration mm 
Moistlndex Month ly moistu re index cm 
Pr ecip Monthly precipitation cm 
RelHumid Monthly relativ e humidit y % 
PotGlobRad Monthly potential globa l radiation kJ 
AveTemp Monthly average temperature oc 
MinTemp Monthly minimum temperature oc 
MaxTemp Monthly maximum temperature oc 
DayTemp Monthly average dayt ime temperature oc 
Amb VapPress Monthly average ambient vapor pressure Pa 
SatVapPress Monthly average saturated vapor pr essure Pa 
VapPressDef Monthly average vapor pressure deficit Pa 
Topographic PercentSlope Percent slope % 
Aspect Aspect 0 
Elevation Elevation m 
Distances to DistRoad Dist ance to th e ne;-\J'est roact rn 
Roads and Trails DistTrail Distance to the nearest trail m 
DistRoadTrail Distance to near est road or trail rn 
Statist ical models were built on the original Lava Beds NM data to predict likely locations for 
the presence of one or more of the invasive plant species (Cutler et al. 2007). To evaluate the 
predictions , a validation survey (hereafter , VALID) was conducted in the summer of 2006. 
From the 244,733 grid points in Lava Beds NM, a stratihed random cluster sample of 1,512 
sites on the 30 m grid was drawn, and the presence or absence of all four invasive plant species 
listed above were noted. Only Verbascum thapsus and Urtica dioica were detected in th e 
VALID survey enough times to permit statistical ana lyses (Edwards et al. 2007). 
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2.3 Metrics to Compare Classification Accuracies 
To compare the different classification methods , we used five classification accuracy metrics 
from Fielding and Be11(1997): 
The Percent Correctly Classified (PCC) is the overall percentage of observations that 
are correct ly classified. 
Sensitivity is the percentage of presences correct ly classified . 
Specificity: Th e percentage of absences correct ly classified. 
Cohen's kappa (11:) is a measure of agreement between pr edicted presences and abse nces with 
actua l presences and absences corrected for agreement that might be due to chance 
alone. One int erpretat ion of K is that it is the PCC adjusted for agreement that is 
expected by chance alone. The following formula is how K is computed: 
K = l!.£.±E:r. 1-p,. 
where Pa is the observed level of agreement and p,. is the est imated agreement due to 
chance. 
AUC is the area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. Roughly speaking, 
AUC measur es the distance between the presences and absences. It is th e probabilit y 
that , for a randomly selected presence and a random ly selected absence, th e presen ce will 
have a higher predicted probability of presence than the absence. AUC is the preferred 
metric in many fields because it is ind epe ndent of the probability cut -off used in the 
prediction of presence and absence. 
We applied each of RF , SVM , ADA , and GBM to the LAQ and Lava Beds NM datasets , in 
each case obtaining predicted classes for each observation by 10-fold crossva lidation. From 
these we calculated the four metrics PCC , specific ity, sensitivit y, and K. For RF , SVM. and 
GBM 10-fold crossvalidated predicted probabilities of presence were also obtained and the 
AUC computed using these probabilities. ADA does not produce probabilities and so we were 
unable to compute AUC for this classifier. 
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The next ste p was to app ly the fitt ed classifiers to the test data sets-P ILOT for the lichen 
data an d VALID for the Lava Beds NM invasive plant species data. Once again, PCC 
sens itiv ity, specificity , and /'i, were computed using the predicted and true presences and 
absences on the test datasets, and for the RF , GBM, and SVM the predi cted probabilities were 
used to compute AUC. 
3 Results 
3.1 Tuning Parameters for Random Forests and Gradient Boosted 
Machines 
In our ini t ial ana lyses the resu lts for GBM using t he default values of the tuning parameters 
shrinkage and n . tree ( the number of trees) were particularly disappointing. We found that 
by manipulating the tuning parameters we were ab le to obta in sub stant ially impro ved 
class ificat ion results. We illustrate this issue with an examp le from the LAQ data, using one 
species (Lobar ia oregana) and one classification metric (/'i,). 
Random Forests has two major tuning param eters : the number of trees (ntree ) and the 
number of var iab les availab le to sp lit at each nod e (mtry ). The default param eters leaves the 
number of tre es at 500 and the number of variab les at ( the int eger part of) the square root of 
the number of variables. In Tabl e 3 below we list /'i, values for numbers of trees rang ing from 50 
to 4,000 and for mtry values ranging from 1 to the total numb er of var iab les in the dataset (24) . 
Table 3 : Tuning param eters for random fo rests for Lobaria oregana in the LAQ data (ti, 
va lues). 
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Number of Trees 
mtry 50 100 250 500 1000 2000 4000 
1 0.3431 0.3711 0.3410 0.3450 0.3328 0.3438 0.3387 
3 0.4708 0.4762 0.4730 0.4834 0.4910 0.4926 0.4812 
5 0.5179 0.4872 0.4968 0.4953 0.4968 0.4981 0.5105 
7 0.5300 0.5392 0.4935 0.5221 0.5249 0.5071 0.5249 
9 0.5124 0.5159 0.5410 0.5153 0.5308 0.5105 0.5057 
10 0.5071 0.5357 0.5319 0.5051 0.5272 0.5288 0.5280 
20 0.5222 0.4939 0.5064 0.5091 0.4944 0.4871 0.4939 
24 0.5136 0.5157 0.5218 0.4892 0.5241 0.5051 0.5176 
Tl1f' default value of thr numb('[' of fitt0cl trees is 500 an d the ck fa1dt valt1r of mtry for these 
data is 5. We not e from Tabl e 3 th at the r;, values are remarkably consistent and close to 0.5 
for all comb inatio ns of tuning paramete rs except mtry = 1 (and any numb er of tr ees) . In 
part icular, th e default combinat ions of tuning parameters seems to be as good as any other 
combination. This was a feature of RF throughout our ana lyses: it needs littl e or no tuning . 
Table 4 contains the comparab le dat a for GBMs. Th e number of tre es also ranges from 50 to 
4,000, and the shrinkage parameter ranges from 0.001 to 1. We considered presentin g the 
data in Tab les 3 and 4 in a single tab le , but th ere is no obv ious relation ship between the GBM 
param eter shrinkage and the RF paramet er mtr y. 
Table 4: Tuning paramet ers for gradient boosting machines fo r Lobaria oregana in the LA Q 
data (r;, values). 
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Number of Trees 
Shrinkage 50 100 250 500 1000 2000 4000 
0.001 0.1141 0.2616 
0.002 0.0989 0.2881 0.4741 
0.005 0.1636 0.3532 0.4382 0.4855 
0.01 0.1389 0.3328 0.4639 0.4681 0.4651 
0.05 0.1530 0.3626 0.4528 0.4677 0.4686 0.4820 0.4157 
0.1 0.3795 0.4490 0.4488 0.4234 0.4636 0.4297 0.4662 
0.5 0.5132 0.4471 0.4490 0.4365 0.4228 0.3852 0.4428 
1 0.4112 0.3693 0.3766 0.3809 0.1367 0.2338 
The data in thi s table were typical of what we observed for GBM. For very small values of 
shrinkage and n. tree GBM did not converge , and no results were obtained. The values of r;, 
in Table 4 vary immensely. The largest r;, values are obtained shrinkage values of 0.05 and 
0.10, but not necessarily for the largest number of trees. In general, the best r;, values for GBM 
are about th e same or a little less than for RF with default parameter values. 
In all subsequent analyses we used default tuning parameter choices for RF but constructed a 
. . 
sma ll table such as Table 4 for GBM each time to select the optimal pair of param eter values. 
Th e best value of shrinkage varied great ly, from values < 0.01 in sorne cases to values 
between 0.5 and 0.75 in ot her cases. Thus , there is not a ·'good " set of default valu es of 
shrinkage and n. tree that will work over a broad range of problems. 
3.2 Classification Accuracy Comparisons 
We begin by by considering th e results for th e lichen dat asets , which are conta ined in Table 5. 
Th e metri cs in Tab le 5 are remar kab ly similar for all spec ies and classifiers. For examp le, 
crossvalidated PCC rates vary from about 84% to 88%, and the PCC rates for t he PILOT test 
data range from a little less than 81 % to a little more than 86%. SVMs tend to have slightly 
higher specificities than the other methods, and correspondingly lower sensitivities. For three 
of the four species- Lobaria pulmonaria, Pseudocyphellaria anomala and Pseudocyphellaria 
anthraspis - the sensitivity values on the PILOT tests data for RF are higher than for the other 
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classificatio n methods , and these differences are also reflected in the "" va lues for these spec ies . 
Overall, on the lichen data, there is little to choo se among the classifiers except for the last 
observation concern ing sensitivity. 
Table 5: Accuracy m easures for predictions of presence for four lich en species in the Pa cific 
Northwest, USA (N = 840 sites). 
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Classification Method 
Support Gradient 
Random Vector Adaboosted Boosting 
Forests Machines Trees Machines 
Xval PILOT Xval PILOT Xval PILOT Xval PILOT 
Lobaria oregana (present at n = 187 sites) 
PGG 83.92 82.66 83.92 80.66 85.59 80.33 84.04 82.33 
Specificity 93.41 90.45 96.17 90.00 92.34 88.18 94.94 89.09 
Sensitivity 50.80 61.25 41.17 55.00 62.03 58.75 45.98 63.75 
K, 0.4877 0.5384 0.4457 0.4765 0.5664 0.4827 0.4 703 0.5391 
AUG 0.8875 0.8647 0.8843 0.8757 * * 0.8811 0.8421 
Lobaria pulmonaria (present at n = 194 sites) 
PGG 83.57 81.33 84.04 81.33 85.11 81.33 84.76 80.66 
Specificity 92.26 89.40 94.73 94.47 93.49 94.47 93.80 91.70 
Sensitivity 54.63 60.24 48.45 46.98 57.21 46.98 54.63 51.80 
K, 0.5034 0.5155 0.4902 0.4705 0.5476 0.4705 0.5303 0.4739 
AUG · 0:8791 · 0:8689 0.8738 · 0:8415 . *· . *· · 0:8790 · 0.8599 
Pseudocyphellaria anomala (present at n = 152 sites) 
PGG 85.00 86.33 84.64 85.33 84.28 85.33 85.47 84.66 
Specificity 94.91 95.43 97.09 97.51 94.04 95.02 94.62 95.02 
Sensitivity 40.13 49.15 25.28 35.59 40.13 45.76 44.07 42.37 
/'u, 0.4091 0.5076 0.3288 0.4162 0.3919 0.4676 0.4412 0.4352 
AUG 0.8644 0.8647 0.8436 0.8025 * * 0.8685 0.8262 
Pseudocyphellaria anthraspis (present at n = 123 sites) 
PGG 88.09 84.00 85.83 83.00 86.78 82.66 86.42 83.33 
Specificity 96.51 93.22 98.46 99.15 95.25 94.49 96.09 97.45 
Sensitivity 32.09 50.00 12.19 23.43 37.39 39.06 30.08 31.25 
""' 
0.4276 0.4755 0.1583 0.3084 0.3818 0.3938 0.3253 0.3663 
AUG 0.8730 0.8165 0.8233 0.8195 * * 0.8671 0.8294 
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Notes: Xval denotes crossvalidation accuracy estimates computed on lichen air quality data 
(N = 840 sites) . PILOT indicates the evaluation made on the pilot random grid survey data, a 
"test" dataset with N = 300 total observations. PCC is the percentage of correctly classified 
instances and AUC is area under the ROC curve. 
Tabl e 6 contains the corresponding inform ation for the Lava Beds NM data on Verbascum 
thapsus and Urtica dioica. Here, larger differences are evident. Considering first the 
crossvalidation results for V. thapsus, we see that the sensitivities for all four classifiers are 
very similar, ranging from 95.3% for ADA to 97.3% for RF. However, the specificities are very 
different: 88.7% for RF, 78.8% for GBM , 71.4% for ADA, and only 50.2% for SVM. These 
differences are also reflected in the PCCs and the r;, values for the four classifi ers. 
Result s for Urtica dioi ca arc, if anything, even more marked. For thi s species th e 
crossva lidated specificities are about the same for th e four class ifiers but th e sensitiviti es range 
from 74.2% for RF to 9.5% for SVM. Once again, thes e differences are also reflected in the 
PCC and r;, values for the four classifiers. Cutler et al. (2007) noted the superiority of RF over 
classification trees, logistic regression, and linear discriminant analysis for these same data. It 
is one of life's littl e mysteries as to what characteristic of these data RF is detecting that all 
other classifiers are unable to detect. 
Table 6: Accura cy measur es for predictions of presence for four inva sive plant species in 
California, USA (N = 8251 sites). 
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Classification Method 
Support Gradient 
Random Vector Ada boosted Boosting 
Forests Machines Trees Machines 
Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID 
Verbascum thapus (common mullein , present at n = 6047 sites) 
PCC 94.97 40.21 83.74 38.29 88.91 36.24 91.63 41.73 
Specificity 88.65 36.43 50.22 33.21 71.41 31.60 78.81 37.96 
Sensitivity 97.27 75.86 95.96 86.20 95.28 80.00 96.31 77.24 
/'i, 0.8699 0.0344 0.5266 0.0517 0.7019 0.0305 0.7786 0.0432 
AUG 0.9820 0.7097 0.8412 0.6839 * * 0.9574 0.6351 
Urtica dioica (nettle, present at n = 1081 sites) 
PCC 93.94 93.25 87.66 97.48 92.19 94.90 89.03 97.15 
Specificity 96.91 94.93 99.44 99.45 97.83 96.15 98.75 98.81 
Sensitivity 74.19 12.90 9.52 3.22 54.76 35.48 24.51 12.9 
/'i, 0.7276 0.0445 0.1420 0.0411 0.6054 0.1996 0.3257 0.1430 
AUG 0.9713 0.7893 · 0.9273 · 0.7879 . * ·* . 0.8651 · 0.9140 
Notes: Xval denotes cross-validat ed accuracy estimates on Lava Beds NM data. VALID 
indicates accuracy measures computed on the validat ion "test " dataset (N = 1512 sit es). PCC 
is the percentage of observations correct ly classified instances. AUC is the area und er the ROC 
curve. 
Given the high crossva lidated accurac y est imates for RF in part icular , the accuracies obtained 
by prediction for the PILOT test dataset are extreme ly disappointing . For Verbascum thapsus 
the specificit ies for all the classifiers on t he VALID test dataset are less than 40% and the 
values of r;, and AUC are only a littl e above the chance level (0 and 0.5 , respective ly). In other 
words, the predictions by all four classifiers on the VALID dataset are littl e bette r than 
guesses. Th e situ atio n is similar for Urti ca dioica: sensitivit y values are all sma ll and r;, values 
are right at the chance level for RF and SVM and only a littl e better for ADA and GBM . 
The explanation for the poor predictions of all the class ificat ion methods on t he VALID data 
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lies, we believe, in the nat ur e of the th e Lava Beds NM t ra ining dataset . In this datase t most 
of t he abse nces for each of Verb ascum th apsus and Ur tica dioica are act ua lly presences for th e 
oth er species . As such , th ey are not in any way represent ativ e of sit es at which the species are 
not present. Th is observati on motivat es th e appro ach in th e next section in which, for each 
species separa te ly, we disca rd th e "absenc es" in th e Lava Beds NM train ing dat aset and 
augment th e pr esences with randoml y chosen "pseudo absence" sit es from Lava Beds NM. 
4 Augmenting Lava B eds NM Pr esence Data with 
Pseudoabsences 
4 .1 Introduction and Method s 
T he process of augment ing presence -only data with ran domly selecte d points on a map that are 
declare d to be absences or "pseud oabsences" has a long history in ecology. Some more recent 
papers advoca tin g th is approac h are Ferrier and Watson (1997) and Zaniewski et al. (2002) . 
For species distri but ion mode lling th e use of classificat ion met hods on datasets obta ined by 
augment ing known pr esences with pseudo absences generally outp erform (see, e,g, E lith et al. 
2006) method s th at only use pr esence dat a . Recentl y, however , several authors ( e.g., Engler et 
al. 2004; Zarnetske et al. 2007; VanDerWal et al. 2009) have ra ised concern s abo ut t his 
approac h because at least some of th e pseud oabse nces will occur at sit es at which the spec ies is 
act ually present, and have suggeste d modificat ions to t he met hods of select ing pseud oabse nces. 
T here are thr ee issues ad dr essed in thi s section. Th e first is wheth er th e use of pseud oabsences 
wit h any classifier can result in accura te pr edict ions for the Lava Beds NM VALID test data. 
Th e second obj ect of thi s sect ion is to continu e th e comp arison of th e four classifiers that were 
the subj ect of th e pr eceedin g obj ective, namely RF , SVM , ADA , and GBM . T he third purp ose 
of the resea rch repo rted in t his sect ion is to evaluate t he effects of t he number of 
pseud oabse nces selected on t he accur acy of pre dict ions of species presence and abse nce in the 
VALID sampl e. Our hypthesis is th at increas ing the numb er of pseud oabsences will increase 
the pre dictive classificat ion accuracy, but one question is by how much and anot her quest ion is 
a t what point a st ate of dimini shin g return s is reached . To addr ess th ese qu estions, we 
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obtained the presence data for Verbascum thapsus (n = 6, 047) and Urtica dioica (n = 1, 081) 
from the Lava Beds NM training data and augmented each of these datasets with (i) and equal 
number of randomly selected pseudo absences, (ii) twice as many pseudoabsences as presences , 
(iii) three times as many pseudoabsences as presences, (iv) four times as many pseudoabsences 
as presences, and (v) six times as many pseudoabsences as presences. Selecting even more 
pseudoabsences was not practical as these datasets were already large and computations for 
some classifiers becoming difficult. To each of these augmented datasets (10 in total) we 
applied the four machine learning classifiers and then predicted presence and absence for the 
VALID test data , as well as crossvalidated predictions for the augmented training data. 
4. 2 Results of Pseudoabsence Analyses 
To address the first question, about whether the use of pseudoabsences can impr ove predictive 
classifications for the VALID tests data , we focus on the results for RF in Tables 7 and 9, with 
equa l numbers of presences and pseudoabsences . For Verbascum thapsus (Tab le 7) the 
sensitivity is 72.4% and the specificity is 89.9% for the VALID test data. Compare these values 
to the corresponding values in Tabl e 6 (75.9% and 36.4%). The use of pseudoabsenc es has 
substantia lly improv ed _the prediction .of the absence _s in the VALID data . . 
Table 7: Crossva lidation and validation dataset .accuracy measures for predictive 
classifications fit on Lava Beds NM datasets with 6,047 Verbascum thaps 'us ( common mull ein ) 
presences augm en ted with 6,047, 12,094, and 18,141 pseudoabsences. 
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Classification Method 
Support Gradient 
Random Vector Adaboosted Boosting 
Forests Machines Trees Machin es 
Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID 
6,047 presences of Verbascum thapsus augmented with 6,047 pseudoabsences 
PGG 93.93 88.29 80.45 77.44 82.35 75.26 88.38 77.57 
Specificity 90.95 89.87 80.38 76.37 80.70 73.73 82.37 77.17 
Sensitivity 95.83 72.41 80.5 1 87.58 84.00 89.65 88.39 81.67 
K, 0.8678 0.4803 0.6090 0.3296 0.6470 0.3076 0.7076 0.3117 
AUG 0.9803 0.8776 0.8624 0.9009 * * 0.9239 0.8665 
6,047 prese nces of Verbascum thapsus augmented with 12,094 pseudoabsenc es 
PGG 94.12 89.02 81.40 84.25 83.22 86.04 85.66 84.19 
Specifi city 94.38 91.51 87.47 84.27 90.55 86.90 89.89 85.44 
· Sensi tivity · 93.61 · · 65.51 69.27 84:13 · 68.54 77.93 · 77:19 72.41 · 
K, 0.8694 0.4939 0.5756 0.4297 0.6102 0.4461 0.6752 0.3882 
AUG 0.9823 0.8673 0.8617 0.9067 * * 0.9278 0.8448 
6,047 presences of Verbascum thapsus augmented with 18,141 pseudoabsenc es 
PGG 94.72 90.27 82.37 90.21 84.78 87.5 87.20 87.10 
Specificity 95.86 93.34 95.76 92.46 94.59 88.88 93.42 89.02 
Sensitivity 91.31 61.37 42.23 69.96 55.36 74.48 68.52 68.96 
K, 0.8611 0.4939 0.4471 0.5211 0.5518 0.4678 0.6448 0.4381 
AUG 0.9827 0.8649 0.8592 0.8682 * * 0.9272 0.8521 
Notes: Xval denot es cross-validated accura cy est imates on Lava Beds NM data for Verbascum 
thapsus augmented by pseudoabsences. VALID indicates accur acy measure s computed on the 
validation "test" dataset (N = 1512 sites) . PCC is the percentage of observations correct ly 
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classified observations. AUC is the area under the ROC curve. 
Table 8: Crossvalidation and validation dataset accuracy measures for predi ctive 
classifications fit on Lava Beds NM datasets with 6,047 Verbascum thapsus (common mullein) 
presences augmented with 24,188 and 36,282 pseudoabsences. 
Classification Method 
Support Gradient 
Random Vector Ada boosted Boosting 
Forests Machines Trees Machines 
Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID 
6,047 presences of Verbascum thapsus augmented with 24,188 pseudoabsences 
FCC * * 94.95 91.79 86.24 91.00 88.64 89.21 
Specificity * * 97.91 95.02 96.92 93.26 95.44 91.44 
Sensitivity * * 33.12 61.37 46.52 69.65 61.41 68.27 
K, * * 0.3977 0.5439 0.4848 0.5481 0.6157 0.4899 
AUG * * 0.8481 0.8354 * * 0.9263 0.8488 
6,047 presences of Verbascum thapsus augment ed with 36,282 pseudo absences 
F CC * * 88.06 92.59 89.15 92.46 90.84 92.19 
Specifi city * * 99.33 97.87 98.61 96.26 97.50 95.02 
S ens itivity * * 20.45 42.75 32.44 56.55 50.86 65.51 
K, * * 0.2887 0.4875 0.4123 0.5484 0.5639 0.5736 
AUG * * 0.8369 0.8376 * * 0.9236 0.8419 
Notes : Xval denotes cross-validat ed accurac y estim ates on Lava Beds NM data for Verbascum 
thapsus augmented by pseudoabsences . VALID indicates accurac y measure s comput ed on th e 
validation "test " dataset (N = 1512 sites). PCC is the perc entage of observations corr ectly 
classified observations. AUC is the area under the ROC curv e. 
Now, turning to Table 9 for the results for Urtica dioica , we see that the :;pecificity on the 
VALID data is 84.7% and the sensitivity is 90.3%. Both of these are high values. Once again , 
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it is clear that th e presence data for this species augment ed with an equal numb er of 
pseudoabsences and then coupled with RF results in accurat e predictiv e classifications of 
presence and absence for the VALID sample of sites. 
Comparing the different classifiers, again in Table 7, RF has higher PCC , specificity, and r;, 
values that all three other classifiers for Verbascum thapsus on the data with as many 
pseudoabsences as presences. It is notable , however , that RF has the lowest sensitivity of all 
the classifiers. One can argue that, with invasive plant species, the presenc es are more 
import ant than the absences, but lack of balance of sensitivity and specificity may be 
addressed by altering the probability cut-off for det ermining presence and absence. 
For Urtica dioica , the sto ry is a littl e different. Th e PCCs are essent ially identical for RF and 
GBM (84.85% versus 83.99%), with ADA and SVM being somwhat lower (79.3% and 77.8%, 
respectively). For this spec ies, RF act ually has a bett er sensit ivity than GBM (90.3% versus 
80.6%) and essent ially t he same spec ificity (84.7% for RF versus 84.1 % for GBM) . Overa ll, 
when th e presences are augmented by an equal numb er of abse nces RF is slightl y bette r th an 
th e alternat ives. 
Table 9: Crossval idation and validation datas et accuracy measures for predictive 
· classifications fit on Lava B eds NM datasets with 1,081 Urtica dioica (nettle) presences 
augmented with 1,081, 2,162, and 3,243 ps eudoabsences. 
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Classification Method 
Support Gradient 
Random Vector Ada boosted Boosting 
Forests Machines Trees Machines 
Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID Xval VALID 
1,081 presences of Urtica dioica augmented with 1,081 pseudoabsences 
PGG 93.47 84.85 85.19 74.73 90.88 79.62 90.37 83.99 
Specificity 89.73 84.74 77.79 74.20 86.77 79.33 87.41 84.06 
Sensitivity 97.22 90.32 92.59 100.00 95.00 93.54 93.33 80.64 
/'i, 0.8695 0.1660 0.7039 0.1055 0.8177 0.1256 0.8075 0.1397 
AUG 0.9792 0.9266 0.9083 0.9400 * * 0.9514 0.8932 
1,081 presences of Urtica dioica augmented with 2,162 pseudoabsences 
PGG 94.04 89.21 84.79 81.15 91.76 87.16 90.71 87.16 
Specificity 93.75 89.33 85.24 80.89 92.59 87.23 91.48 87.57 
S ensi tivity 94.63 83.87 · 83.90 · · 93.54 · · 90.10 · · 83.87 · 89.17 · 67.74 
/'i, 0.8684 0.2142 0.6690 0.1369 0.8169 0.1820 0.7943 0.1476 
AUG 0.9834 0.9359 0.9108 0.9450 * * 0.9619 0.9050 
1,081 presences of Urtica dioica augmented with 3,243 pseudoab sences 
PGG 94.93 92.19 85.52 86.37 62.50 91.46 91.60 90.07 
Specificity 95.65 93.24 90.90 86.36 94.72 92.03 94.14 91.08 
Sensitivity 92.78 41.93 69.38 87.09 85.84 64.51 83.99 41.93 
/'i, 0.8675 0.1533 0.6096 0.1780 0.8012 0.2102 0.7773 0.1179 
AUG 0.9845 0.9104 0.9073 0.9552 * * 0.9631 0.8359 
Notes: Xval denotes cross-validated accuracy estimates on Lava Beds NM data for Verbascum 
thapsus augmented by pseudoabsence s. VALID indicat es accur acy measures comp ut ed on the 
validation "test" dataset (N = 1512 sites). PCC is th e percentage of observations correctly 
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classified observations . AUC is th e area under the ROC curve. 
Table 10: Grossvalidation and validation datas et accuracy m easures for predictiv e 
classifi cations fit on Lava Beds NM datasets with 1,081 Urtica dioica (n ettl e) presen ces 
augment ed with 4,324 and 6,486 ps eudoabs ences. 
Classification Method 
Support Gradient 
Random Vector Ada boosted Boosting 
Forests Machines Trees Machines 
Xval VALID Xval VALID X val VALID Xval VALID 
1,081 presences of Urtica dioica augmented with 4,324 pseudoabsences 
PGG 95.24 93.38 87.49 90.74 92.52 92.92 92.28 92.92 
Specifi city 96.62 93.78 94.61 90.95 95.67 93.24 94.95 93.45 
Sensitivi ty 89.73 74.19 59.01 80.64 79.92 77.41 81.59 67.74 
K, 0.8531 0.2922 0.5784 0.2369 0.7639 0.2862 0.7604 0.2577 
AUG 0.9851 0.9304 0.9002 0.9555 * * 0.9637 0.9077 
1,081 presences of Urtica dioica augmented with 6,486 pseudoabsences 
PGG 96.36 94.97 89.89 96.49 93.49 94.04 93.90 94.24 
Specifi city 97.71 96.15 98.38 97.09 97.07 94.93 96.68 95.40 
S ensitivi ty 88.25 38.70 38.94 67.74 72.06 51.61 77.24 38.70 
K, 0.8527 0.2178 0.4748 0.4262 0.7225 0.2390 0.7482 0.1923 
AUG 0.9855 0.9183 0.8776 0.8885 * * 0.9675 0.8794 
Not es : Xval denotes cross-validat ed accuracy estimates on Lava Beds NM data for Verbascum 
thapsus augment ed by pseudoabs ences. VALID indicates accurac y measure s computed on the 
validation "test " dataset (N = 1512 sit es). PCC is th e perc ent age of observations corr ectly 
class ified inst an ces. AUC is th e area under the RO C curve. 
As th e number of pseudoab sences increases, one of th e predict able observations is th at the 
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specificity rates for all classifiers increase , and the sensitivity rates decrease. For RF, the 
impact of increasing the number of pseudoabsences is very small. For Verbascum thapsus , the 
PCC increases from 88.3% (on the VALID data) for equal numbers of presences and 
pseudoabsences in the training data, to 90.3% when there are three times as many 
pseudoabsences as presences. In Tables 9 and 10 we see a simi lar pattern all the way up 
through the dataset with six times as many pseudoabsences as presences. For the other three 
classifiers th ere is much more evident improv ement in th e classificati on accurac y for th e 
VALID sample as the number of pseudoabsences increases. For example , the PCC on th e 
VALID sample for Verbascum thapsus rises from 77.6%, to 84.2%, to 87.1%, to 89.2% , to 
92.2% as the number of pseudoabsences in the Lava Beds training data increases from the 
same as the number of presences to 2 time, 3 times, 4 times , and 6 times the number of 
presences, respective ly. SVM and ADA exhibit the same behavior. In all cases the increase in 
PCC is due to increased accuracy of prediction of the absences , as measured by specificity . 
Th e two questions concerning the effects of increasing the number of pseudoabsences and 
which of the classifiers perform best have turned out to be intertwined. For RF, essentially 
nothing is gained by increasing the number of pseudoabsences. For the other three classifiers, 
considerable gains were realized with the extra pseudoabsences, so that with six times as many 
pseudoabsences as presences in the training data the other classifiers were almost as accurate 
as RF for predicting presence and absence in the VALID sample . 
5 Conclusion 
In this report we have compared four statistical classifiers from the machine learning literature 
in terms of classification accuracy in two species distribution applications for which we have 
training data to fit the classifiers and test data (VALID and PILOT) on which to evaluate the 
fitted classifiers. On the lichen data from the Pacific Northwest all four classifiers exhibited 
high classification accuracy and the differences among the classifiers were negligible. On th e 
dat a from Lava Beds NM we saw very large differences in crossvalidated estimates of 
classification accuracy, with RF doing substantially better than the other methods, but th e 
predictions to the VALID dataset based on the fitted classifications were very poor for all four 
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methods. 
Recognizing that the poor predictions may be due to shortcomings in the raw Lava Beds NM 
data , we carried out a second phase of analyses in which we took the presences for VerbasC'Um 
thapsus and Urtica dioica out of the Lava Beds NM dataset, and augmented these presences 
with various numbers of randomly selected pseudoabsences. Broadly, this method worked very 
well and all four classification methods yielded accurate predictions of presences and absences 
in the VALID dataset. For Verbascum thapsus , when the number of pseudoabsenc es equalled 
the number of presences, RF had higher classification accuracy than the other methods. For 
Urtica dioica, RF and GBM were approximately equal in classification accuracy and superior 
to the other two classification methods. Interestingly, as the number of pseudoabsences 
increased , the accuracy of RF was essentially unchanged, whereas the classification accuracies 
for SVM, ADA , and GBM all increased to the point of being almost as good as RF. 
In terms of useability , we were able to use R function s for SVM , ADA , and RF with default 
tuning param eter settings. For GBM we found that tuning t he shrinkag e param eter was 
absolutely critical to obtain accurate results . A simple , tabular method for tuning th e 
parameters of GBM is given in section 2.1. 
The scope of the analyses reported here is very narrow. We have only been concerned with 
binary classifications (presence and absence). We have not considered issues related to 
evaluating the import ance of variables used in the classification or of ways of characte rizing the 
relationship betwee n the classification variabl e and the other variable:;. All of the:;e may be 
important in determining which classifier to use in a given situation. We not e that among the 
four classifiers considered in this research, only RF will carry out classifications for more than 
two classes (e.g. , vegetation classes). Three of the four classifiers have associated methods for 
eva luating variable importance , but SVM does not . For visualizing the effects of predictor 
variable:; on cla:;sifications, Friedman (2001 , 2002) (see also, Hastie , Tibshirani, and Friedman 
2009) has suggested a very general method called parti al dependence plots that are app licable 
to any classifier and, in particular , to all four classifiers studied here. 
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